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o Use your imagination

o @nerate alternatives

o List possible solutions
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Assess e{lects on self
and others :

Wbigh gains/losses " "

List steps involved ..

Weigh practicalitY
o[ each alternative

Examine consequences
of actions

Decide on course of rct'ron.
Act on itl

Evaluate the process.
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MUTUAL UStrFULNESS OF OPPOSITE TYPES

The clearest vision of the future conres onl.y fronr an intuitive, the most practical
realisn: oniy flonr a sensitrg ty1te, thc nrclst iucisive analysis only fi,<.rr:r a tliinker, ana ltre m,tsfskillful h^andling of.people only fi'on: a feeling type. Success for any enterpri.u a..u";;;
variety of types, each in the right place.

. OpPosife types can supplenrent each other in any joint under.taking. Wl:cp Lw6 per.r-
ple approach a problern from opposite sides, each reur ihings not visible io ttu other.'Un-
fortunately, t!.y seldom see each other's point of view. T6o much oppositeness makes it
hard for peopie to work-well together, The best teamwork is usualiy aonu by p"opfu *fro
differ on one or two preferences only. This much difference is useful] and the two or three
preferences they have in common help them to understand each other and communicate.

When extreme opposites must work or live together, an understanding of type does
much to lessen the friction. I)isagreement is less ilritating when Smith reco"gniz"s'thai li
would hardly be norma.l for Jones to agree. Jones is noi being willfully coirtrary. He is
simply .being. an opposite type, and opposite types can. be tremenlously uslful to each other
when given the chance. The lists below show some of the specific ways.

INTUITIVES NEED STiTNSING TYPES:

To bring up pertinent facts
To apply experience to problems

To read the fine print in a contract
To noUice what need.s attention now
To have patience ,.

To keep track of es3ential details
To face difficulties with realism
To remind that the joys of the present
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FEELING TYPES NEED THiNKERS:

To organize
To find the flaws in advance
To reform what needs reforming
To hold consistently to a policy
To- weigh "the law and. the evidence"
To fire people when necessary
To stand firm against opposition

SENSING TYPES NEED INTUITIVES:

To bring up new possibilities
To supply ingenuity on probiems

To read the signs of coming change
To see how to prepare for the future
To have enthusiasm
To watch for new essentials
To tackle difficulties with zesb

To show that the joys of the future
aro worth looking for

THINKERS NEED FEELING TYPES:

To persuade

To conciliate
To forecast how others will feel
To arouse enthusiasm
To teach
To seil

To advertise
To appreciate the thinker
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